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CATALOG
FITNESS ACCESSORIES
Gipara Fitness is the highest quality brand of professional fitness 
accessories owned by IMG S.A – a leading supplier of equipment 
and accessories for sport clubs.
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ABOUT US

ACCESSORIES WITH 
A CHARACTER

Our mission is to support the clients of fitness clubs and 

individual users in reaching out for their sport goals. We 

wish to accompany them, assist them in breaking their 

own limitations and weaknesses, facilitating their better 

achievement of results and enhancing the comfort of 

their daily exercises. Thus, since the start of our business 

activity in 2015 we have been focusing on improving our 

offer of professional accessories for fitness networks and 

individual users. Using the experiences from cooperation 

with clubs and due to access to modern technologies and 

innovative solutions we provide products with modern 

design, high quality and functionality that guarantee 

safety and comfort of use. 

GIPARA FITNESS
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GWALL
Advanced training frame for professional 
and house use.

EXTERA
Naturally fitting the surroundings training gate 
for outdoor exercises.

STRENGTH
Greater strength, larger muscle mass and higher 
resistance. 

STORAGE
SYSTEM
Unified storage system for all training 
accessories. 

ADAPTIVA
Self-adopting training frame for clubs and 
fitness studios.

APPLICATION
Training application for house and club.

STUDIO
Accessories for group classes and more. 

FUNCTIONAL
Accessories that strengthen and improve our 
whole body. 

NEOS
Specialist scented disinfection liquid for acces-
sories and training equipment.
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G-wall is everything you will need for a 
personal training studio or a therapeutic 
workroom. The multitude of equipment 
versions of G wall enables various 
applications. You will be able to organize a 
functional training for all body parts and for 
each group of muscles separately on a very 
small area. At the same time you will have 
all necessary accessories and equipment at 
your disposal to do that. 

G-WALL

MADE IN POLAND
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These days in order to carry out a full-scale 
training we no longer require 30 strength devices 
and a set of cardio equipment. All that can be 
done on just a few sqm in the comfort of our own 
room. The G-wall training frame ensures a full 
functional training for all body parts, providing 
safety, comfort of exercises and quietness of our 
own room. 

G-WALL

COMFORT OF OUR OWN HOUSE
Unique design of the frame for G-wall exercises enables a full and comfortable whole body 
training on just 1 sqm. The correct course of training is guarded by a G-wall application 
which is a component of the frame along with the history of trainings and a division into all 
body parts. You don’t have to move or fold anything at all. The G-wall frame is also a unique 
storage system. There’s really nothing here that could break down. 

HOTEL AND GUESTHOUSE
Several dozen years ago there were no bathrooms or TV sets in hotel rooms. Coffee 
machines and fridges appeared only recently. The same is already happening with IN-ROOM 
FITNESS types of solutions. Each hotel guest who trains and there are as many of them in 
Poland as 3 million, will be likely to choose a hotel room equipped in a gym rather than one 
without it. 
On the other hand, if a room or an apartment with fitness equipment will cost on average by 
20 EUR more,  the investment in fitness equipment will pay off already after one year. 

POWER POST
Power Post is a studio that may be entirely unmanned. Each studio includes, apart from  the 
set of accessories and devices, two training applications that ensure safe and independent 
training and a possibility to  generate reports to  sum up the exercises. 

G-Wall XL
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UNIQUENESS AND 
SPECIFICATION

KEY TO EXERCISES
Each user  will find suitable exercises 
- beginner, intermediate and even advanced 
users. 

PERSONALIZATION OF THE DESIGN
G wall may be adjusted to one’s own 
requirements not only by means of colours but,  
above all, by selectin g proper accessories and 
their weights. 

MODERN DESIGN
Ultra-modern and minimalistic design allows 
to adjust the G wall to each room. It will not 
decrease our mood even when placed in a 
bedroom.
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SMALL AREA
G-wall requires only 0.5 sqm for the installation 

and approx. 3 sqm for a comprehensive 

COMPREHENSIVENESS
Thanks to its structure G-wall enables training for 

all muscle groups and all body parts

HISTORY OF TRAININGS
G-wall application ensures constant access to 

the history of trainings, use of calories and time 
spent exercising.
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G-WALL YOUR
HOME GYM

G-Wall SH
The basic version of the frame takes a minimum 
space but provides full body training. It is perfect for 
installation at home or in a hotel room. 

 

G-Wall MH
The basic frame version expanded by the possibility 
of additional calisthenic training. Similar to the SH 
version it will be a great fit in an apartment or a 
larger hotel room. 

G-Wall LH
LH is a higher hotel-home version enhanced by a 
climbing ladder.
 Due to its height it requires installation in rooms 
with height of at least 2.8 meter.

G-Wall PLUS
PLUS is a basic version of the functional frame 
with an additional gym ladder which additionally 
increases training and rehabilitation opportunities. 
It is made from the best quality of steel thanks to 
which its durability is similar to the professional 
frames in fitness clubs. 
 

01. 03.

02. 04.

NR: GLH

NR: GPLUS

NR: GSH

NR: GMH
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G-Wall XL
The XL version was enriched with a rotator and 
long and short hangers for the barbell. It enables 
conducting trainings with barbells, however, requiring 
larger rooms. It will best suit larger flats, houses or 
hotel training rooms. 

Create your own G-Wall
Create your own G-Wall. Select the number of 
profiles, the colour and choose additions as well as 
accessories the way you like them to be. 

Available colors:
Concrete-Black

Space-Black

Rose-Black

Naked

*possibility of choosing your own color

05.

01.

04.

02.

05.

03.

06.

06.

Each exercise frame is created in a set with 
professional accessories.

NR: GXL
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Select the number of profiles Select the colour

0201

There may be two or more of them. Everything depends on 
the size of the area you have at your disposal or the G-wall 
which you need. 

G-wall occurs in three basic colours but we may also paint it 
in any colour from the RAL palette that you choose. 

Create your own G-wall version in four steps.

240 cm
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G-wall functionality depends to a large extent on equipment 
elements. Although even the most basic model will ensure 
over 39 types of exercises, once you properly select 
additional equipment elements, you will be able to multiply 
its training possibilities. 

The accessories are for G-wall what applications are for 
a smartphone. They further enhance the whole platform, 
allowing to choose proper exercises for several G-wall users. 

Select elements Selects accessories

03 04
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Exercise cage Adaptiva enables a safe 
and fully functional training of the whole 
body both for amateurs and professional 
users. The design  of the cage ensures 
comfortable accessibility and usefulness 
of training accessories to go with it. While 
practicing you no longer need to run around 
the whole club in order to find the necessary 
accessories as you have everything within 
your grip. 

ADAPTIVA

MADE IN POLAND
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QR CODE
Wygenerowano na www.qr-online.pl
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VERSION 1-0
The basic Adamptiva consists of the main 
construction element to which one may add 
additional accessories in the form of poles, ladders, 
targets and various types of anchors and crampons.
 

VERSION 1 - 1 
The basic frame with one additional pole that we can 
add at any angle and from either side of the frame.

VERSION 1 - 2
The basic frame with two additional poles that we 
can add at any angle and from either side of the 
frame.
 

VERSION 1 - 3
The basic frame with three additional poles that 
we can add at any angle and from either side of the 
frame.

01. 03.

02. 04.
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VERSION 2 - 4 Spread 
The structure of ADAPTIVA system enables multiple 
expansions of training possibilities for the frame, 
considering the available club area. Adaptiva 2-4 in 
SPREAD version is just a sample frame expansion by 
width.
 

VERSION 2 - 4 Long
The structure of ADAPTIVA system enables multiple 
expansions of training possibilities for the frame, 
considering the available club area. Adaptiva 2-4 in 
LONG version is just a sample frame expansion by 
length. It is particularly useful for narrow and, at the 
same time, long rooms.

Available colors:
Concrete-Black

Space-Black

Rose-Black

Naked

*possibility of choosing your own colour

05.

01.

04.

02.

05.

03.

06.

06.

Each exercise frame is created in a set with 
professional accessories.
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Unique design of the frame for Extera 
training will make each interior glow. The 
Adaptiva Extera training frame will not take 
a lot of space and, at the same time, it will 
turn a housing estate, a part or an exclusive 
hotel  into one’s favourite place of rest. 

EXTERA

MADE IN POLAND
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ADJUSTMENT TO NATURE
Unique design of the frame for Extera training will make each interior glow. The Adaptiva 
Extera training frame will not take a lot of space and, at the same time, it will turn a housing 
estate, a part or an exclusive hotel into one’s favourite place of rest.

IT LOOKS AND WORKS WELL
The Extera training frame was made of the highest quality materials that enable the use 
of its benefits in the rain, in the cold and under the desert sun. Stainless steel (INOX) and 
polyurethane (CPU), apart from resistance to weather conditions, ensure long durability and 
unique resistance to wear and tear. 

SAFE AND SUFFICIENT
The ergonomic structure of the training frame Extera guarantees safe training for the whole 
body both to younger users and seniors. Whether you are an amateur or a professional. 
Already in its basic version it facilitates conduct of 18 exercises for 6 muscle groups. 
Moreover, it will find its use in case of stretching exercises.

EVERY AREA AND DIMENSION
Nowadays, in order to carry out a full-scale training we need about 30 gym devices and 
a set of cardio devices. Each muscle group may be trained in fresh air, using the unique 
possibilities provided by the Extera training frame. This type of training is for free and the 
G-wall application guards its safe and valuable course. 
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In this category we focus, above all, on 
what will help us choose a greater strength, 
muscle weight and endurance. Proper training 
equipment, based on mass of a given object, 
have always been there. We however reinvented 
them. We perfected their functionality, 
increased their ergonomics or improved the 
comfort and safety of training. See it for 
yourself that strength training may be effective 
but also comfortable and aesthetic at once. 

STRENGTH
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HYBRID DUMBELLS

COLOR 2-20 kg

NR: 6463
22-40 kg

NR: 6465

We can exercise on any muscle group using dumbbells. 
Regardless of whether you wish to increase your 
strength, body mass or simply improve your muscle 
tonus and get rid of some fat tissue. Dumbbells are 
the  foundation of any strength training. It is also the 
foundation of our offer; thus they may be found in as 
many as four categories in our offer. Each of these 
categories has a slightly different designation, but all of 
them have been made out of the highest class materials 
and are distinguished by unique endurance. Each 
dumbbell was designed so as to ensure the highest 
possible safety to the user and to all precious objects 
surrounding him. Therefore our dumbbells do not have 
any sharp edges and are made of springy materials.

Weights range: 2-50 kg

HYBRID DUMBELLS 
WITH A RACK
COLOR 2-20 kg with a rack 

NR: 6464
22-40 kg with a rack

NR: 6466
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OBSIDIAN DUMBELLS

COLOR

COLOR

Homogenous and high-quality made of polyurethane 
TPU and stainless steel. Their monolithic design 
ensure the highest resilience on the market, 
allowing to apply training tools in the most hardcore 
gym studios. Their shape prevents uncontrolled 
displacement of the dumbbell after putting it down. 
Large and transparent marking of the weight and 
black colour facilitate long-term use without loss of 
attractiveness. 

Weights range: 2,5-50 kg

OBSIDIAN DUMBELLS 
WITH A RACK

2,5-25 kg

NR: 7022

2,5-25 kg with a rack 

NR: 7020

27,5-50 kg

NR: 7023

27,5-50 kg with a rack 

NR: 7021
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POLYURETHANE 
DUMBBELLS 

POLYURETHANE 
DUMBBELLS WITH 
A RACK

The most comfortable and pleasant version of our 
dumbbells ranges between 1-10 kg. Made entirely 
out of urethane. Even its handle is made of ure-
thane which provides users with pleasant feel. The 
dumbbells are entirely scent free and they have 
been designed for small hotel rooms or female 
training studios. 

Weights range: 1-10 kg

COLOR 1-10 kg

NR: 3178

COLOR 1-10 kg with a rack

NR: 6460
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Dumbbells designated for clients who appreciate 
not just  the quality of making and durability 
but also a smart design and aesthetics of the 
device. Two-colour polyurethane dumbbells by 
Gipara will improve the image of every gym or 
fitness club. Uniquely vivid and aesthetic. They 
won’t make you sad but instead, they will bring 
energy and glow to any, even the darkest and 
gloomiest room. 

Weights range: 2-50 kg

URETHANE 
DUMBELLS

URETHANE DUMBELLS 
WITH A RACK

KOLOR

COLOR

2-20 kg 
with a rack 

2-20 kg

NR: 6467

22-40 kg with a rack 

NR: 9233

22-40 kg

NR: 6469
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URETHANE BARBELLS 
WITH A RACK
COLOR

URETHANE BARBELLS 
Straight barbells with a load made from urethane which 
is resistant to all sorts of damages are high quality 
accessories for professional users. Durable structure 
with a knurled handle part allows not only to carry out 
a state-of-the-art training but also to maintain safe and 
long-term usage thanks to the possibility of gradual 
increase of loads. 

Weights range: 10-55 kg

COLOR

10-30 kg with a rack 

NR: 3392

10 kg

NR: 8021

35-55 kg with a rack 

NR: 3393
10-55 kg with a rack 

NR: 3099
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HYBRID BARBELLS 
WITH A RACK
COLOR

HYBRID BARBELLS 
Similar to hybrid dumbbells, also hybrid barbells  
combine the ratio of value to price of rubber barbells 
with a quality and durability of polyurethane barbells. 
We have designed them in such a way, so that the 
elements of barbells that are the most exposed to 
damages are made of polyurethane. The remaining 
part of the barbell (apart from griffin made of stainless 
steel) is made of highly springy rubber. The barbell 
construction also allows for the selection of any 
colour of the barbell for a periodical replacement of 
polyurethane elements, also during application. Thanks 
to this we prolong the product life while also enhancing 
its visual attractiveness for potential users. 

Weights range: 10-55 kg

COLOR

10-30 kg with a rack 

NR: 3390

10 kg

NR: 8000

35-55 kg with a rack 

NR: 3391
10-55 kg with a rack 

NR: 3092
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POLYURETHANE
BUMPER
Solid rubber bumpers are characterized by their 
minimalistic patterns with protuberant weight 
markings. They were made from solid mixture of 
coloured rubber with a low reflection coefficient. 

BUMPERS
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POLYURETHANE 
BUMPER
Professional cross-training plates with a 
5-year guarantee of application. Made from 
stainless steel and high-quality polyurethane 
they have diverse colours and explicitly weight 
markings. Profiled edges of Olympic weights and 
indentations for the fingers enable a fast selection 
and trouble-free replacement of Olympic loads. 

Weights range: 2,5-25 kg

COLOR

Best quality 
Gipara

Amortization

5

5 years 
warranty

Durable 
material

2,5 kg

NR: 6454
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COLOR

RUBBER PLATES

Steel plates covered with natural rubber constitute 
the cheapest but reliable product alternative to 
their polyurethan version. They possess clear 
weight markings and appreciate high ergonomics 
of use. 

Weights range: 1,25-25 kg

RUBBER
BUMPER
Solid rubber bumpers are characterized by their 
minimalistic patterns with protuberant weight 
markings. They were made from solid mixture of 
coloured rubber with a low reflection coefficient. 

Weights range: 5-25 kg

COLOR 2,5 kg

NR: 3026

1,25 kg

NR: 3219
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COLOR

URETHANE PLATES 
OBSIDIAN
Ergonomic, precise making from the best 
polyurethane (CPU) Gipara plates constitute 
a flagship product of our brand worldwide. A 
seamless project and making with the highest 
care and attention to details makes it possible 
for us to grant up to 5 years’ warranty for them. 
The plates are a part of Obsydian collection, 
which consists also of dumbbells and medical 
balls. 

1,25 kg

NR: 7022
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To ensure  the most adequate version of kettle to 
each type of gym and fitness club, our offer presents 
two types of kettles.Regardless of whether you own 
a training studio, a gym or a large fitness club, your 
clients may choose a kettle version that will give 
them the best training results. 

KETTLEBELLS
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COLOR

VINYL
KETTLEBELLS

RUBBER
KETTLEBELLS 

More comfortable in use iron kettle, partly covered by 
vinyl, will bring warmth and aesthetics to any training 
studio. Due to their design they are generally deemed 
as more user-friendly. The vinyl part of kettle protects 
the floor of the studio against damaging. 
Weights range:  2-32 kg

Rubber kettle is the best example of endurance and 
comfort of exercising. Steel, resistant to salty sweat 
grips ensure long-lasting aesthetics, whilst thick 
rubber cover guarantees safety for the floor and for 
the user’s feet. 

Weights range: 4-32 kg

COLOR

4 kg

NR: 3123

4 kg 

NR: 3102
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From beginner bars to special olympic griffins. 
Gipara offers types of griffins for every practitioner.
All our models have been made with special 
care and a safety margin of 50% exceeding their 
maximum load capacity.

GRYFY

01
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02

1. CROSS GRIFFIN

2. OLYMPIC GRIFFIN

Equipped in two needle bearings and four ball 
bearings, easily and smoothly turned. Dual system 
of the ring housing closing guarantees maximum 
safety thanks to which it is possible to lift even 
up to 900 kg with it. Despite significant loads, the 
griffin deforms resiliently and then returns to the 
initial shape without permanent deformation. 

Thanks to the knurled grips, the griffin can be 
held firmly in one’s hands, while dual  system of 
the ring housing closing guarantees maximum 
safety thanks to which it is possible to lift even 
up to 600 kg with it. 

3. BROKEN GRIFFIN
Thanks to the knurled grips, the griffin can be 
held firmly in one’s hands, while dual  system of 
the ring housing closing guarantees maximum 
safety of use. 

4. STRONGLY BROKEN 
GRIFFIN
Thanks to the knurled grips, the griffin can be 
held firmly in one’s hands, while dual  system of 
the ring housing closing guarantees maximum 
safety of use. 

NR: 2676

NR: 2672

600 kg max

NR: 2670

450 kg max

NR: 4431

NR: 2673
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Multi-layer functional training strengthens and facilitates 
our holistic body. Feet, knees, arms, shoulders and all deep 
muscles responsible for the correct arrangement of the 
body not only gain the strength but also achieve fastness of 
reaction which leads to comfortable use of equipment. 

FUNCTIONAL
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COLOR

SPACE SET
Space Set is the smallest of all gyms that may be kept 
in a drawer. It contains Space Stretch Max, which is 
a silicone expander launched for training in space 
and Space Bar - dedicated to form part of the set and 
increasing the range of exercises, aluminium, regulated 
griffin. Depending on the choice of version we may get 
an assembled griffin with total length of 108 cm or in 
a compact dimension of 58 cm. 

SPACE STRETCH MAX

Rubber for exercises has been designed as a training 
tool for astronauts remaining in the state of zero gravity. 
It works best both during personal training and a group 
session. It is perfect for strengthening and increasing 
muscle flexibility. Perfect for training with low intensity 
as well as an element of interval metabolic training 
which  allows to increase the metabolism and speed 
up fat burning. It is an original product, designed by 
Gipara Fitness team. Guaranteed durability of bridge 
construction and comfortable grips that do not cut 
into hands, allowing for a comfortable training with 
individual selection of loads. Thanks to the application 
of a grip on the additional griffin, the device is more 
attractive and diverse. Space Stretch® Max is a 
resistance band  that may easily replace other bands 
such as  power band, mini band, tubing or latex band. 

COLOR

Space Set 58 cm

NR: 7918

NR: 6471

Space Set Plus 108 cm

NR: 7919
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BALANS BAG

1. Balans BagTM after disassembling and pouring out 
water takes almost no space. That is why it is a perfect 
training tool to take with you when travelling or for your 
home training. 

2.Due to the possibility of personalizing the markings 
As well as the inside scale that facilitates the choice 
of proper weight, BBTM may be used during group 
classes. For this purpose we have construed 
a dedicated storage system for it. 

Balans Bag is a multi-task training tool that facilitates 
whole body training in two modes. The Balance-sensory 
mode uses instability of the liquid inside the BB tool and 
thanks to this, ensure intense training of deep muscle 
fibres, impacting movement coordination and feeling 
of balance. The mode of load bag simulates exercising 
with a standard load bag. However, due to the additional 
strengthened BB layer the load may be gradually 
increased from 1 to 19 kg. 

COLOR

QR CODE
Wygenerowano na www.qr-online.pl

NR: 4992
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IRON SET
Iron Pump Set is a classic set of exercises in a modern 
version. It contains a set of urethane or rubber discs, 
any griffin with clamps and comfortable, stable rack 
where you can effortlessly store the whole set of loads 
along with the griffin. Modern design of the rack fits 
perfectly into modern house interiors. It takes little 
space thanks to which the space on which it remains is 
tidy and clean. 

COLOR rubber straight

NR: 8885
rubber broken with a rack

NR: 8880
urethane straight with a rack 

NR: 8883

urethane broken

NR: 8886
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G SAC

HIGH BAG

The G-sac bag is a training tool for dynamic but safe 
functional training. G-sac is probably the most enduring 
training accessory from the entire Gipara collection. It 
will survive throws, squeezes  and even jumps made on 
it and it will remain intact. Round, neoprene planking is 
characterized by unique softness and comfort of grip, 
even in case of significant G-sac loads. 

Weights range: 2-8 kg 

The ergonomics of exercises with High bag is second 
to none. High bag is equipped in special soft and 
comfortable grips for all sorts of moves. Lifting, 
pushing, pressing and throws and swings have never 
been so perfectly precise. Endurance, soft foam 
cladding and weight progression make High bag a safe 
and irreplaceable training tool in any gym. 

Weights range: 5-25 kg 

COLOR

COLOR

5 kg

NR: 3205

5 kg

NR: 3205
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MEDICINE BALL

COLOR

Medicine balls have been used as ideal training 
accessories since the 30’s of XX century. They have 
obviously been evolving during that time. They are 
made from modern materials but they still constitute a 
fantastic component 
In each type of functional training. Medicine balls by 
Gipara occur in two versions that differ in diameter size 
and contain full progression of loads from 1 to 10 kg. 

Weights range: 1-10 kg

1 kg

NR: 3331
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SLAM BALL

COLOR

The latest slam ball by Gipara are characterized by 
unique endurance. They were designed with emphasis 
on maximum suppression of hits and surety of grips. 
Broad load scope ensures accessibility for each user 
regardless of advancement level. 

Weights range: 4-20 kg

4 kg

NR: 4901
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WALL BALL

COLOR

Wall ball is a training ball in an oversize format. The 
degree of Wall Ball bounce was adjusted to facilitate 
functional training for users with the use of throws 
against the wall. Comfortable, soft and safe Wall Ball 
is a perfect tool to start your training adventure with 
functional exercises. Gipara Wall Ball is known for its 
wide colour range and very transparent markings of 
loads which make the choice of proper ball easier for 
the users. 

Weights range: 1-15 kg

2 kg

NR: 3090
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SOFT BOX
Consisting of 4 independent parts, soft pylometric SoftBox 
platform is distinguished by its large stability. High weight 
of individual system elements along with low location of the 
centre of gravity of each of them ensure significant safety for 
the user. Safety level is additionally increased by the applied 
anti-slip layer on top of each element of the soft box. On the 
other hand, comfort of use of the platform is enhanced by  
lifting and moving the soft box. 

COLOR NR: 4899
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SLEDS

LAWN

COLOR

COLOR

Simple but strongly physical tool for building leg 
muscles and skeletal muscles. Our sleds have hooks 
designated for a hauling rope and adjustable newel 
posts enabling pushing of sleds from either side. The 
composition of skids in sleds with sliding material of 
a dedicated rug constitutes the most crucial element 
which determines the comfort of exercising and the 
lifespan of the rug. If too slippery, it will deprive the 
user of the grip and if the rug reaches too high levels 
of friction, it will wear out or even melt faster under 
the impact of temperature produced while pushing the 
sleds. 

Our Gipara carpet floors ensure the most optimum 
friction coefficient while at the same time allowing for a 
long-term trouble-free application. 

Available lenghts: 7m i 12m.

1 kg

NR: 4898

7 m

NR: 4998
12 m

NR: 4896
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Aerobic classes, so popular several dozen years ago, have been turning into 
multi-class rooms for group trainings. The universal nature of such rooms 
is also determined by their equipment. The more equipment they possess 
the more diverse group trainings can be achieved in them. Rooms for group 
classes are usually a part of large fitness clubs but we may come across 
universal rooms for group classes in smaller, boutique clubs more and more 
often these days. In this case they need to provide proper level of intense 
exercising not only in case of the most popular group classes but also during 
intense functional training

STUDIO
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STEP

COLOR

Gipara step is a universal training platform the 
possibilities of which exceed traditional training 
steps. It ensures practically unlimited possibilities 
of regulation of its height. It remains exceptionally 
stable and may even replace a  plyometric platform 
in the club. It also facilitates training with a broad 
scope of angle settings of the working surface. Special 
construction and grips for carrying, placed in its centre 
of gravity ensure unique comfort and lightness during 
its handling or transport. 

NR: 3409
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RUBBER PUMP SET

PUMP SET OBSIDIAN

COLOR

COLOR

Body pump set for strength trainings. Perfect when 
kicking off with the adventure of bodybuilding or for 
effective fitness exercises or CrossFit. Its strong side 
is the easiness of changing loads which are covered by 
a rubber mixture that protects against damages and 
Suppresses the noise while putting away. High quality 
material from which the barbell and plates make the 
power pump set look really aesthetic and prevent its 
fast wear out during use. Profiled and covered with 
a soft foam griffin ensures maximum stability and 
comfort of training. 

Both versions of pump sets by Gipara, rubberised 
and polyurethane, were designed with the thought of 
commercial use. They are distinguished by greater 
endurance and safety of use. Their construction and 
used materials facilitate fast load exchange. The shape 
of plates enables their use as dumbbells and prevents 
self-acting rolling on the floor. Both material versions 
of pump sets have a rack that fits to the other Gipara 
products for 15 or 30 pieces of equipment. 

NR: 2506

NR: 7029
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GYMNASTICS 
DUMBELLS

BALANCE BALL

COLOR

COLOR

Gymnastics dumbbells are an indispensable part of 
any studio for group classes. Gipara dumbbells have 
been coated with scent-free vinyl providing high level 
of cleanness and comfort of the users. They possess a 
unified shape while differing with colours, selected for 
each weight separately. 

Weights range: 0,5-6 kg

Special gymnastics ball by Gipara, characterized by 
unique density of applied rubber. It has a significant 
flexibility which prevents slipping on the surface while 
performing exercises. It is scent-free, enduring and 
tight. It maintains the same air pressure for a long time. 

Diameter range: 55-75 cm

1 kg

NR: 3072

55 cm

NR: 3001
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ERGO ECO
MAT
Mata Ergo Eco™mat is the first world training mat 
made from natural material, i.e. sugarcane. It is 
a light, enduring and eco-friendly alternative for 
ordinary fitness mats. It is easy to clean, ensuring 
perfect amortisation and adhesion to the floor. Its 
unique ergonomic shape and its mounting system 
enable fast and 
Trouble-free taking off and putting on the rack 
even by larger training groups. The use of Ergo 
EcoTM training mats consolidates eco-friendly 
attitudes, giving the users a feeling of positive 
impact on the environment. The mat may be 
recycled in 100% after its lifespan. 
Ergo EcoTM training mat gained the main prize 
during one of prestigious contests organized 
by the fitness industry in 2020. It won the FIBO 
INNOVATION & TREND AWARD  in  the category  
“Ecology and sustainable growth.” 

COLOR

Best quality of 
Gipara

Made with 
sugarcane

5

100% recycle Durable material

NR: ECO1 NR: ECO2
NR: ECO3
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Unified system of storage by Gipara signifies no more 
mess in the gym. Finally no one will trip over devices as 
all accessories and loads have finally found their place. 
We have looked after safety and order of exercises in 
every gym zone. We offer safe, comfortable racks and 
stands for the functional zone, the strength zone and 
for the studio with group classes. 

SYSTEM 
STORAGE

MADE IN POLAND
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MULTI RACK

COMBO STAND

COLOR

COLOR

Professional and multi-functional system of storage 
made from high-quality stainless steel. Diverse design 
of racks helps to maintain order in case of larger 
volumes of accessories. The rack is equipped in a 
function of combining other elements within the system 
of Gipara storage thanks to which it optimally uses the 
available space in the gym. 

Combo stand is a combination of multi-functional 
system of storing accessories and a stand for High Bag 
and Balance BagTM bags. Optimal height and diverse 
shelves enable unlimited access for balls, kettles and 
bags. Uniform height of stands for various accessories 
and minimalistic design make Gipara stands a perfect 
fit into the interior design of modern gym studios. 

NR: 6472

NR: 4892
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COLOR

COLOR

STAND FOR 6 BAGS

STAND FOR 16 BAGS

Modern stand for professional exposition of High 
Bag and Balans BagTM bags. Built from high-quality 
materials, offers optimal storage system and gives 
an unlimited access to 6 bags. Thanks to the same 
height of stands designated for various accessories 
and minimalistic designs of Gipara stands, they will 
perfectly fit into the interior design of modern gym 
studios. 

Modern tack for professional display of Gipara Fitness 
bags. Built from high-quality verified materials, offering 
an optimal system of storing 16 Balans BagTM lub High 
Bag bags. To increase safety and comfort of use, leg 
endings have  been covered with rubber housing. There 
is a possibility of purchasing a set consisting of 12 High 
Bag bags, 4 Balance BagTM bags and a professional 
Gipara Fitness stand. 

NR: 4893

NR: 4993
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MULTI-FUNCTIONAL 
STAND (2 SHELVES)

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL 
STAND (3 SHELVES)

Professional storage system by Gipara, made from 
high-quality stainless steel, guaranteeing maximum 
endurance and reliability. Thanks to the optimal height 
and easy access to the shelves, the stand is perfect for 
storing kettles and various types of balls such as slam 
ball, wall ball, medicine ball. Minimalistic design and 
uniform, timeless black colour range allow to fit the 
stand almost everywhere in a modern gym. The stand 
was manufactured in Poland. 

Professional storage system by Gipara, made from 
high-quality stainless steel, guaranteeing maximum 
endurance and reliability. Thanks to the optimal height 
and easy access to the shelves, the stand is perfect for 
storing kettles and various types of balls. Minimalistic 
design and uniform, timeless black colour range allow 
to fit the stand almost everywhere in a modern gym. 

COLOR

COLOR

NR: 2078

NR: 4894
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STAND FOR 5 PAIRS 
OF DUMBELLS

STAND FOR 10 PAIRS 
OF DUMBELLS

Specialist stand for 5 pairs of dumbbells by Gipara 
Made from high-quality, verified materials. It is a 
combination of functionality and modern design. It 
guarantees optimal and professional exposition of 
dumbbells and thanks to the option of mounting to 
the surface, safety and comfort of use. The stand for 
dumbbells was manufactured in Poland. 

Specialist stand for 10 pairs of dumbbells by Gipara 
Made from high-quality, verified materials. It is a 
combination of functionality and modern design. It 
guarantees optimal and professional exposition of 
dumbbells and thanks to the option of mounting to 
the surface, safety and comfort of use. The stand for 
dumbbells was manufactured in Poland. 

COLOR

COLOR

NR: 4890

NR: 4891
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STAND FOR 15 SETS 
PUMP SET

STAND FOR 30 SETS 
PUMP SET

Steel stand adjusted to storing approx. 15 sets of 
barbells Pump Set. Solid and durable construction, 
separated spots for all elements. The area designated 
for griffins was additionally covered with a rubber 
pad ensuring comfort and safety of use. Thanks to its 
vertical construction, the stand does not take a lot of 
space. It forms a coherent gym equipment along with 
the remaining Gipara Fitness stands. 

Steel stand adjusted to storing approx. 30 sets of 
barbells Pump Set. Solid and durable construction, 
separated spots for all elements. The area designated 
for griffins was additionally covered with a rubber pad 
ensuring comfort and safety of use. 

COLOR

COLOR

NR: 7105

NR: 2507
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STAND FOR GYMNASTICS 
DUMBELLS
Functional stand for 45 pairs of dumbbells Made from 
durable metal profiles. Thanks to its angle and pads 
covering the shelves which supress the noise and 
have a non-slip function, long-term and comfortable 
use is ensured. Equipped in wheels with brakes which 
guarantees trouble-free and safe movement of the 
exposition. 

CONTAINER FOR 
ACCESSORIES 
Functional container for easy and safe storage of 
fitness accessories. Made from metal elements, allows 
not only to store accessories but also to assess its 
content. It is equipped in wheels with brakes, facilitating 
its movement around the gym area. 

COLOR

COLOR

NR: 3021

NR: 3187
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STAND FOR LOADS
Solid and durable stand for bumpers and Olympic discs. 
It optimally uses the space and supports maintaining 
order and safety during workouts. Made from high-
quality stainless steel. Equipped in 5 sleeves with 
diameter of 50 mm, allowing for any combination of 
load placement. Broad leg spread guarantees stability 
even during full loading and rubber covers on the stand 
legs protect the floor against scratching and damaging. 

TROLLEY FOR 
BUMPERS
The trolley is made from thick stainless steel for any 
combination of bumpers up to 25 kg. Uniquely stable 
and durable. Ensures easy access for users of devices 
and thanks to the wheels it is possible to move it  
around in the training club. 

COLOR

COLOR

NR: 3458

NR: 4788
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STAND FOR BARBELLS 
WITH LOADS
Stand made from high-quality steel for 10 barbells 
with loads between 10 and 55 kg. Uniquely stable 
and durable and thanks to properly adjusted grips for 
barbells - also very safe. Due to the minimalistic design, 
Gipara grips perfectly fit into the interior design of 
modern gym studios. 

STAND FOR 
DUMBELLS 1-10 KG
Vertical stand for  polyurethane dumbbells, necessary 
in every professional gym. Durable and stable, 
guaranteeing optimal and professional display for 10 
pairs of dumbbells. 

COLOR

COLOR

NR: 3025

NR: 3116
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STAND FOR GRIFFINS

STAND FOR IRON SET

Stand made from thick stainless steel, designated for 
griffins and barbells for CrossFit. Thanks to the special 
construction and weight it is durable, really stable and 
safe. Additional possibility of mounting to the floor 

Heavy, stable stand, designed for the purpose of 
storage of the set of discs and griffin with a diameter 
of 50 mm. Modern design of the rack fits perfectly into 
modern house interiors. It takes little space thanks to 
which the space on which it remains is tidy and clean. 

COLOR

COLOR

NR: 3460

NR: 6574
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RACK FOR MATS

STAND FOR MATS

Mounted to the wall rack for mats, made from durable 
metal profiles. Enables easy and fast putting down the 
mats after finished workouts. The hanging system, 
based on a single hole, facilitates taking down and 
putting back on the mats, adjusted to the new manner 
of storage. The rack enables storage of up to 20 mats. 

Stand for mats Ergo is distinguished by its simplicity 
and minimalistic design which will easily fit into the 
interior design of any fitness club. The stand takes little 
space and can fit even 30 mats. 

COLOR

COLOR

NR: 3186

NR: 3407
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Neos PRO PLUS is an anti-bacterial, professional liquid with TM 100DZ 
formula for disinfection and daily care of devices in a fitness club. It has 
viricidal, anti-fungal and bactericidal  properties. It easily removes dirt, sweat 
and all types of stains from metal, rubber and plastic surfaces. It may also be 
applied on skin. It leaves no coating, is colourfast and protects the surface of 
machines and fitness accessories. Unlike other disinfection liquids it has a 
pleasant lime scent. 

NEOS
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NEOS PRO PLUS

COLOR

CLEAN DISINFECTION

CARE

Neos PRO PLUS is an anti-bacterial, professional liquid 
with TM 100DZ formula for disinfection and daily care 
of devices in a fitness club. It has viricidal, anti-fungal 
and bactericidal  properties. It easily removes dirt, 
sweat and all types of stains from metal, rubber and 
plastic surfaces. It may also be applied on skin. It 
leaves no coating, is colourfast and protects the surface 
of machines and fitness accessories. Unlike other 
disinfection liquids it has a pleasant lime scent.

SCENT

650 ml

NR: 3970
6x5l

NR: 3972

5l

NR: 3971
4x5l+5 bottles

NR: 3973
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NEOS SEA BREEZE

NEOS CITRON

COLOR

COLOR

Neos Pro Sea Breeze is a specialist cleaning-preserving 
liquid with natural pH, designated for cleaning aerobic 
devices and isotonic machines. Unique composition 
of components Neos Pro Sea Breeze not only 
enables trouble-free removal of dirt, dust, sweat and 
unpleasant smell. The liquid covers all plastic, metal 
and upholstered elements of devices with a nanofilm, 
protecting them against a destructive action of human 
sweat. Ready for use, not requiring dilution. Leaves a 
pleasant scent of cleanliness for a long time. 

Neos Pro Citron is a specialist cleaning-preserving 
liquid with natural pH, designated for cleaning aerobic 
devices and isotonic machines. Unique composition 
of components of Neos Pro Citron not only enables 
trouble-free removal of dirt, dust, sweat and unpleasant 
smell. The liquid covers all plastic, metal and 
upholstered elements of devices with a nanofilm, 
protecting them against a destructive action of human 
sweat. Ready for use, not requiring dilution. Leaves a 
pleasant scent of cleanliness for a long time. 

 

500 ml

NR: 3967

500 ml

NR: 3300

5l+2x500ml

NR: 3969

5l+2x500ml

NR: 2688

5l

NR: 3968

5l

NR: 2689
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Modern training with various accessories for all body parts. Displayed in an 
attractive manner with a voice guide for exercises. In addition, fitness tracker 
with history of trainings and all this in one app. 

G-WALL APP
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CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE WORKOUT

• type of device
• muscle group and body part
• intensity of exercise
• training duration

TRACE YOUR PROGRESS

• of trainings
• burnt calories 
• training reminders
• duration of workouts 

BECOME OUR COMMUNITY MEMBER

• many new exercises
• always the best accessories
• special offers
• access to the best trainings
• exchange of experiences 

TRAIN WITHOUT LIMITATIONS

The app works on a TV and on the phone. Equipped in a voice guide  
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